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Grain Handling

Grain Conditioning

Grain Storage

Tanks & Liners

ABOUT US
Food scarcity has been a global concern for decades. The agricultural
sector is hard-pressed to meet the needs of an ever-increasing
population. A challenge for the sector is balancing the need to meet
customer demands for competitive pricing, with the need for ﬁnancial
viability in the light of increased labour and material costs.
SBS partners with farmers to overcome these challenges, bringing to
market a comprehensive and extensive range of durable, world-class
products suited to the speciﬁc needs of the agricultural sector.
Providing commercial farmers with custom-designed solutions for
grain handling, conditioning, storage, and water storage, we assist in
improving the probability of taking a successful harvest to market and
maximizing early and out of season market price advantages.

We source the best international products, partner with experts in the
agricultural sector, and provide complete peace of mind because we are
backed by quality engineering and over 25 years of hands-on experience.
SBS Agri offers a complete grain management solution from bulk storage bins, conveyors, bucket elevators, catwalks, and accessory products
to our specialized humidity-controlled aeration systems and in-bin
dryers. Our team will work alongside you to develop a customized grain
management system to reduce risks to your crop.
"Meeting the need, exceeding the expectation"
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Augers and Screw Conveyors

Grain Cannons

Moving materials either
horizontally, on an incline or
vertically, augers are are used to
feed, distribute, collect or mix
grains, oils, feed and food
products. They can be custom
designed and adapted to handle
almost any materials including
corrosive and abrasive materials.

Utilising a galvanized tube
housing, grain cannons gently
convey materials horizontally or
at angles of up to 60 degrees.

Grain Loops
Combining receiving, conveying,
bin loading and load-out into one
convenient and cost-effective
system, grain loops are available
from 51- 255 TPH in 6” and 12”
diameters. Unique split corner
transitions allow for ease of
replacement without breaking the
chain.
Chain Conveyors
With capacities up to 650 TPH,
our chain conveyors provide a
solution for every commercial
agricultural or grain-handling
system.
Chain conveyors are constructed
from galvanized steel and
designed to gently handle a wide
range of commodities and
optimised for superior reliability. A
range of replaceable liner options
ensures that the grain handling
line meets your need for efﬁciency

Grain cannons can cover spans
of up to 1O metres and require
minimal power to operate and
eliminate the need for catwalks,
Bucket Elevators
Gentle seed elevators are
recommended to prevent damage
to crops such as lentils, peas, and
pulse crops, while Standard seed
elevators are suitable for efﬁcient
grain handling in most farm
applications.
Commercial grain elevators
provide durability and maximum
volume in commercial
applications.
As part of a custom-designed
system, optional platforms,
ladders, safety cages, discharge
transitions, boot inlet hoppers and
electrical monitoring equipment is
available.

Bin Unloading
An extensive range of bin
components is available to
customise your new or existing
bin for speciﬁc unloading
requirements and increased
efﬁciency.
A new power sweep design
provides longer life and higher
efﬁciency than conventional
systems.
Bin unloading products include
Power Sweep unloading system,
Standard Auger unload, Angled
and Vertical powerheads,
Carry-in-Sweep Auger,
Commercial Sweep Auger and
Conveyor Unload.
Models include 8" and 10" options,
64 - 100 TPH capacities for bin
diameters of 18' - 60' and offer an
integrated unit power sweep and
auger with a single motor.
The Reduction Chain Wheel Drive
with a large diameter wheel
sustains traction without adding
weight.
The extended centre well allows
easy maintenance access to all
gate hardware. Includes convenient controls with well-marked
user guides.

SBS Agri Enviro-Dryer System
Based on a 10 deg °C ambient
temperature and 65% relative humidity, the Enviro-Dryier System can cater
for capacities from 18-36 TPH. These
estimates are based on drying
principles, ﬁeld results, and
computational simulation. Variances
may occur due to adverse weather
conditions and the varying physiological factors of the grain including kernel
size, chemical composition, variety and
maturity as well as excessive ﬁnes.
Moisture is released out of the
overhead storage bin via roof vents and
the dry grain is released into the
storage and cooling area below.

Hot Air Generators (HAGs)
The SBS Agri Hot Air Generator forms
part of this system and is locally
designed and manufactured, featuring a
44" 30kw fan for optimum grain drying.
With up to 3000 kW or 10.25 million BTU
of drying capacity, Hot Air Generators
can run 24-hours a day to achieve rapid
and even drying of the crop to required
grain moisture content.

Automated Aeration Systems
The SBS Automatic Fan Control Unit
was designed to control aeration
fans on grain silos, making proper
grain management more achievable
and removing the risk of human
error.
The unit measures the humidity in
the atmosphere and controls the run
time of the aeration fans, as
determined by the external humidity
and ensures that grain stored is
maintained at the desired moisture
percentage. This assists in the
prevention of insect and mould

Grain Cleaners
SBS Agri combination cleaners
are ﬁtted with two vibrating sieve
surfaces which combined with
aspiration to provide
high-efﬁciency cleaning.
Combination Cleaners are available
in a range of models with different
screen options and capacities of up
to 300 TPH.

The SBS Agri range of grain storage
solutions meets the needs for
farm-based grain storage, larger
and more demanding grain storage
requirements and high volume,
heavy duty grain processing and
distribution.
The use of computer-aided design
and manufacturing technologies
enhances productivity and
ﬂexibility and ensures the
production of a high-quality range
of products, compliant with global
quality and safety standards.

Grain Bins
Our grain bins are supported by
vertical stiffeners and are designed to
withstand the pressure of grain stored
within.
A range of galvanised options is
available for coastal areas and extreme
weather conditions.
High strength sidewalls and stiffeners
enhance rigidity offering structures with
a minimum of 350 N/mm² tensile
strength. Optional 350, 400, 600 gr/m²
galvanised steel sheets are offered and
quality rated according to EN
S350GD+Z.
Our grain bins are stress-tested for
wind, rooftop equipment and snow loads
and provide a quicker build time when
compared to alternatives.

Grain Bin Catwalks, Stairs & Truss
Supports
Designed for free-ﬂowing material with The SBS Agri range of accessory
products includes:
a maximum weight of 832 kg/m3, our
hopper bins are constructed from
- FEA-tested catwalks and stairs
galvanised steel offering increased
- Catwalk and bucket elevator
corrosion protection.
---support towers
- CNC produced bin roof and curved
SBS Agri Hopper Bins have been
engineered with strength in mind, with ---bin stairs ensure easy and safe
---access.
heavy-duty wall stiffeners ensuring
direct weight transfer to the legs for
increased support and stability.

Hopper Bins

The Hopper bins are stress-tested for
wind resistance. Rooftop loads and
overhead structures are engineered for
speciﬁc overhead ﬁlling requirements.

Water Storage Tanks
The SBS range of Zincalume coated steel reservoirs
and tanks is suitable for storage of a wide range of
liquids.
Our in-house engineering team can design a water
storage solution for your speciﬁc needs. This can be
installed quickly by our installation team and
commissioned immediately on completion of the build.
Capacities range from 7kl to 4000kl.
Agri Tank Range - AG
The SBS AG Tank range is speciﬁcally designed for
the agricultural sector and is ideally suited for open
top applications for livestock drinking water, irrigation, fertigation, hydroponics, and ﬁsh farming.
Capacities of up to 250kl are available for DIY builds
which can be easily erected in one day.

Econo Tank Range - EC
The SBS EC Tank range is an economical range suited
for rainwater harvesting, backup water and domestic
water storage and includes a dome roof with a lockable
access hatch and leaf ﬁlter basket as well as standard
PVC ﬁttings. Sizes of up to 250kl are available and,
depending on the maintenance conditions of the
application, can be erected on a concrete slab, a concrete ring beam or a simple level platform on a 100mm
layer of debris free building sand. In the latter case
19mm stone is placed around the tank at the end of the
build to prevent roof run-off from eroding the sand bed.
PVC Reservoir Liners
Offering excellent abrasion resistance, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) liners are puncture resistant and ﬂexible,
allowing the liner to conform to the subgrade, making
them ideal for lining of existing structures.
Suitable for use with most common chemicals they are
UV stable and available in 500, 700 and 1000 Micron
PVC and 550 Micron Vinyl. Uses include landﬁll
closures, irrigation ponds, soil remediation, wastewater, aquaculture, reservoirs and swimming pools.

Standard Tank Range - ST
The SBS ST Tank range is manufactured and built to
the highest engineering standards and is suited for
larger storage capacities from 12kl up to 4000kl.
Suited for both the commercial and industrial sectors
as well as large scale farming operations, the SBS
Standard Tank Range is hot dip galvanised and coated
with Zincalume, a specialised molten alloy suitable for
storage of potable water, efﬂuent, wastewater and
other liquids.

Suitable for use as permanent or moveable reservoirs,
SBS Mesh Reservoirs are constructed using a 4mm
galvanised frame ﬁtted with a PVC liner.

Sold worldwide the ST Range offers a wind rating of
up to 140km/h. A tank of 4000kl requires a simple
concrete ring beam as a foundation and can be
erected within 21 working days.

An optional HDPE wall protector can be ﬁtted to offer
additional puncture and UV protection. Applications
include ﬁsh farms, construction sites, rainwater
collection and baptising ponds.

Mesh Reservoirs
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